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Multiframe concept for Enhanced UTRA

Brian Classon, Kevin Baum, Bob Love, Ken Stewart, Vij ay Nangia, Amitava Ghosh

Background

One of the key requirements for wireless broadband system development, such as in the

3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE), is reducing latency in order to improve user

experience. From a link layer perspective, the key contributing factor to latency is the
round—trip delay between a packet transmission and an acknowledgment of the packet
reception. The round—trip delay is typically defined as a number of flames, where a flame
is the time duration upon which scheduling is performed. The round-trip delay itself

determines the overall ARQ design, including design parameters such as the delay

between a first and subsequent transmissions of a packet, or the number of hybrid ARQ

channels (instances). A reduction in latency is therefore key in developing enhanced

UTRA and UTRAN (also known as EUTRA and EUTRAN), with the focus on defining

the optimum flame duration.

Unfortunately, no single frame duration is best for different traffic types requiring

different QoS characteristics or offering differing packet sizes. This is especially true

when the control channel and pilot overhead in a frame is considered. For example, if the

absolute control channel overhead is constant per user per resource allocation and a

single user is allocated per frame, a flame duration of O.5ms would be roughly four times
less efficient than a frame duration of 2ms. In addition, different frame durations could be

preferred by different manufacturers or operators, making the development of an industry
standard or compatible equipment difficult. Therefore, there is a need for an improved
method for reducing both round—trip latency and overhead.

Detailed Description

Overview

A Radio Frame (RAF) and subflame are defined such that the RAF is divided into a

‘number (an integer number in the preferred embodiment) of subflames. For example, a
lOms core RAF structure from UTRA may be defined, with Nrf subflames per radio

frame (e.g., Nrf=2O Tsf=0.5ms subframes, where Tsfiduration of one subflame). For
OFDM transmission, subflames comprise an integer number P of OFDM symbol

intervals (e.g., P=1O for Tsn=50us symbols, where Tsn=duration of one OFDM symbol),
and one or more subflame types may be defined based on guard interval or cyclic prefix

(e.g., normal or broadcast).

Within a RAF, frames are constructed flom an integer number of subflames for data

transmission, with two or more frame durations available (e.g., a first flame duration of

one subflame, and a second flame duration of three subflames). The different flame

durations may be used to reduce latency and overhead based on the type of traffic served.
The radio frame structure may additionally be used to define common control channels

for the DL (such as broadcast charmel, paging channel, synchronization channel,

indication channels) in a manner which is time-division multiplexed into the subflarne
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sequence, which may simplify processing or increase battery life at the user equipment

(UE). Similarly for UL, the radio flame structure may additionally be used to define

contention charmels (e.g. RACH), control channels including pilot time multiplexed with
the shared data channel.

Radio FraIr£(10ms) .

N Sub-frames

_..--"'i"Sub-Frame ‘_
' POFDMS mbols

SID
Figure 1 — Radio frame with m=20 subframes of duration 0.5ms consisting of j=l0 symbols.

Data transmission is provided by:

0 Receiving data to be transmitted over a radio frame, wherein the radio frame is

comprised of a plurality of subframes wherein the duration of a subframe is

substantially constant and the duration of the radio frame is constant;

Selecting a frame duration flom two or more frame durations, wherein the frame

duration is substantially the subframe duration multiplied by a number;

Based on the frame duration, grouping into a flame the number of subflarnes

Placing the data within the subframes

Transmitting the flame having the number of subframes over the radio flame.

The data transmission may be a downlink transmission or an uplink transmission. The

transmission scheme may be OFDM with or without cyclic prefix or guard interval such

as IOTA, or single carrier with or without cyclic prefix or guard interval (e.g., IFDMA,

DFT—Spread—OFDM), CDM, or other.

The following sections provide details on:

0 Frame durations

0 Reasons for selecting a flame duration

0 Subflame types

Radio Frame Ancillary Function Multiplexing

Framing Control
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